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MATTRESS LIFTER

Features & Benefits

Made of a friction resistant, durable polypropylene, the Bed 
MadeEZ eliminates repeated lifting and alleviates strain to the 
back, shoulders and neck when changing linens.  With an angled, 
ergonomic design it effortlessly lifts the mattress as the device is 
inserted between the mattress and box spring. The mattress is 
then held safely in an elevated position on the ledge giving ample 
working room to tuck in sheets, blankets and other bedding.  Made 
in the USA. Sustainable product.

Bed MadeEZ® (PRICE BASED ON QUANTITIES)

 PRODUCT                        SKU#               CASE QTY.            CASE WT.               CARTON SIZE

Bed MadeEZ        11151             12                  9lbs               16X16X8  

 

  Reduces fatigue and injury, lost 
workdays, potential OSHA fines, and 
workers’ compensation claims.

  Recommended by OSHA as a   
housekeeping tool.

  Eliminates repeated lifting and strain 
that occurs in routine bed-making.

  Improves employee safety,   
productivity and quality of work.

  Meets new Cal-OSHA MIPP Policy.

  Allows for easier maneuvering 
around night stands, headboards 
and side walls.

  Patented and made in the USA.

  Lifetime replacement warranty.

Bed MadeEZ®

Note:  For heavy mattresses or no-flip 
mattresses, insert the Bed MadeEZ at a 
slight angle with the tip pointed upward.
See video at www.ckisolutions.us

The Bed MadeEZ Does The Mattress Lifting, Holding and Tucking For You.
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The narrow tip is used for tucking linens. The inclined design lifts the mattress 
4”-5” as it slides in, reducing body strain.

The level ledge holds the mattress in a raised position alleviating pressure to 
the lumbar spine and leaving both hands free to make the bed.

The curved handle allows the user to grip the Bed MadeEZ at a natural wrist 
position providing greater comfort, strength and transfer of energy.
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           It’s A Winner!
Independently studied by 
ergonomic labs, such as UC 
Berkley, the tool is proven to 
eliminate strain without slowing 
down bed making.
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